
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Molly and her many faces  Molly and her many faces  

  

 
 

Molly Molly 

  
Street Names for Molly 

Street names for “Club Drugs” like Molly, refers to a wide variety of drugs that can 
sometimes share the same street names. Ecstasy is a close relative of Molly which is 
short for "molecule" and is a slang term for MDMA. Below are some name and terms 
that are used when referring to Molly and Ecstasy. 
 
Adam, Beans, Batman’s, Bibs, Candy, Care bears, Doctor, Cat in the hat, Dancing 

Shoes, Disco Biscuits, Doves, E, E-bomb, Egg Rolls, Eve, Four leaf clover,  Happy Pill, 

Love pill, Lovers’ special, Lover’s speed, Hug Drug, Love Drug, Malcolm (or Malcolm 

X), MDMA, Mini beans, Morning Shot, Party Pack, Piggybacking, Rave energy, Rolls 

Royce, Rolls, Scooby Snacks, Smarties, Sweets, Skittles, Stars, Superman’s, Thizz, Tom 

and Jerries, Tweety Birds, Ultimate Xphoria, Wafers, Wheels, Vitamin E or Vitamin X, 

Vowels, X, X-ing, X-Pills, XTC, 

Blueroom/Chillout room: A room at parties where users go to rest and chill-out. 

Cheeky little one: A tablet of MDMA/Ecstasy/Molly 

Coming up: Used to describe the feeling of the effects of taking MDMA/Ecstasy/Molly 

Coming down: Feeling the effects of taking MDMA/Ecstasy/Molly diminishing   

 

 

  

 

 

Many of these names have been around for years, while others are current terms that may not be as popular. Some may 

have gotten their roots from other countries or old stories. There is no doubt that there could be other names for this 

drug. Many groups especially fraternities and college-based groups, may have their own special or unique names. 

Familiarizing yourself with these names will empower you to make informed decisions. 

Remember these can change at any time. “So Listen Up!” Our kids have  

learned these names and so can you.  

 



What is Molly? 

Molly is said to be the purest form of ecstasy. Molly is a chemically created drug designed to carry more 

MDMA than its close relative Ecstasy. MDMA (Methylene Dioxy Methamphetamine Amphetamine)  was 

used in psychotherapy until it was banned in the U.S. in 1985 and is now used illicitly as a hallucinogen 

and mood-enhancer. The problem with these drugs is that users do not know what they are receiving, 

which has easily led to death by overdosing. This drug could be mixed with anything from caffeine to 

methamphetamine to fertilizers and other dangerous chemicals.  

 

This is how is Molly is sometimes used. 

This drug is most often available in tablet form and is usually ingested orally. But just like Ecstasy it is also 

available in powder and is sometimes snorted and occasionally smoked. Molly has also been known to be 

consumed with alcohol but, very rarely. Molly has also been used as an additive to water or by rubbing it 

on the gums. 

 

How long does this high last? 

This really depends on how strong the pill is; a lot of dealers push the cutting process a lot further than 

they should to maximize their profit. The drug could be mixed with other things to increase weight as it 

is sold by quantity not quality. If you were to get molly in a power form it could be cut with anything 

from caffeine to fertilizers as well as other dangerous chemicals which could limit the high that person 

gets. For Example, if Molly is mixed with methamphetamine or heroin the high would substantially 

longer. This one of the reasons why Molly is unpredictable and can produce life threatening results.  

 

What are the negative side effects of taking Molly?  

Molly can have different effects, depending on what it may have been cut with. People think Molly is a 

safe drug to use but nothing can be further from the truth. Mixing MDMA with other drugs such as 

amphetamines increases the risk of heatstroke, heart attack and yes even death. Mixing amphetamines 

may also increase the risk of neurotoxicity, which is when the body starts overheating and sweating 

occurs.   

Some of the most common effects of molly use are but are not limited to: 

 

 

 

 

 Anxiety and paranoia  Depression  

 Irritability   Fatigue   Dizziness, lightheadedness  

 Problems  focusing  and concentrating   

 Blurred vision  Heart attacks   Brain Damage  



According to withdrawal.net MDMA withdrawal can last anywhere from 24 to 72 hours but the 

psychological effects can last much longer. These side effects can differ from person to person. It 

will be best to seek out a physician’s help because they are more likely to be able to spot any 

symptoms that may surface and provide proper treatment for the person.  

 

Molly is a dangerous drug and should be avoided at all cost.   

Here are some ways you can lower the risk of meeting Molly.    

 

 Watch your drink. 

 Avoid punch bowls. 

 Open your own bottle or container - don't accept opened drinks. 

 Tell others about club drugs. Awareness is a major factor so stay alert. 

 Remember that most club drugs are odorless, colorless and tasteless and can 
be added to ANY drink - even water. 

 

If you know someone who has a problem with drug abuse, try to offer them 

help for it. 

Listed below are some local rehabs from the Philadelphia area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fairmount Behavioral Health System                                Resources for Human Development                           

               561 Fairthorne Avenue                                                  4700 Wissahickon Avenue, Suite #126 
                  Philadelphia, PA 191                                                                Philadelphia, PA 19144-4248 

                        215-487-4000                                                                                Office: 215-951-0300  

                Website: www.fairmountbhs.com                                                              Website: www.rhd.org  

       North Philadelphia Health Systems                                                          

            8TH Street & Girard Ave 11 Floor 

                    Philadelphia, PA  19123 

                   (215) 787-2131  

                       Web Site: nphs.com 
 

                      Oxford Rehabilitation Center 
6735 Harbison Ave 

Philadelphia, PA 19149  

                                     (215) 725-2000 

                    Web site: www.oxfordrehab.com  
 

http://www.fairmountbhs.com/
http://www.rhd.org/
http://alcoholism.about.com/gi/o.htm?zi=1/XJ&zTi=1&sdn=alcoholism&cdn=health&tm=17&f=21&su=p284.13.342.ip_&tt=13&bt=6&bts=6&zu=http%3A//nphs.com/
http://www.oxfordrehab.com/

